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A notion of local separation of the action of an ordered pair (P, Q) of permutations i
defked which is analogous to the local separation that a Jordan curve defines on an orientable 
surface. It is shown that the local separation determined by (P, Q) extends to a global 
separation if and only if an easily computed numerical invariant vanishes. This invariant is a 
discrete analog of the genus of an orientable surface. Since this invariant is symmetric n P and 
Q, the pair (P, Q) possesses the global separation property if and only if its dual pair (Q, P) 
does so as well. This results in a discrete proof of the well known fact than an orientable 2cell 
embedding of a graph is planar if and only if each of its cycles eparates the ambient surface. 
1. lkodaction 
The duality in question can be informally described as follows. Let P and Q be 
two permutations whose joint action on an underlying set S is transitive. Let 
G(P, Q) be the graph whose vertices are the orbits (cyclic factcrs) of P, with an 
edge joining orbits 0 and 0’ for each pair (a, aQ) with a in 0 and aQ in 0’. We 
then say that the action of P separates the action of Q if every cycle of G(P., Q) 
separates the edges of G(P, Q) that do not lie on C into two sets. A genus 
parameter y(P, Q) is deGned in terms of both the separate and the joint actions 
of P and Q. In Theorem 1 it is proven that the action of P sepsr -tes that of Q if 
and only if y(P, Q) = 0. As a corollary we obtain Theorem 2 which &tes that the 
action of P separates that of Q if and only if the action of Q separates that of P. 
Another corollary is Theorem 3 which states that the separation property proven 
in Theorem 2 of [S] in &ct characterizes plane graphs. This was the original 
motivation for this paper. 
While this paper is mostly self-contained, the reader is referred to [i, 2,5] for 
motivation and some examples. In Section 2 the notions of semipaths and 
semicycles are defined; these are analogous in this context o the similarly named 
objects in directed graphs. The sides of semicycles are detied, examples given, 
and the main theorems are stated. The Walkup reduction is restated in Section 3 
and lemmas are proved which demonstrate the effect of this reduction on 
separation by semicycles. The main theorems and their topological corollary are 
proved in Section 4. 
*This investigation was suppo rted by University of Kansas General Research Akation No. 
35WXW38. 
‘XI12365ix/#3~$3~.sG! @ 1988, k&r Science Pubhshcrs R.V. (North- 
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All the permutations in this article are assumed to act on the set S = 
11 2 n} whose lements are called b&s. The image of the element iz under 
& &ion of the permutation P is denoted by UP, so that the composition of
permutations is to be read from left to right. The factors of the disjoint cycle 
decomposition f P (regarded as sets) are called the orb&s of P, and their number 
is denoted by 11 PII. The orbits themselves will be labelled PIE P2, . . . , Pp, where 
P = IIpII* 
A permutation pair (P, Q) is an ordered pair of permutations onS. The genus 
of the pair (P, Q) is defined [2,5] 2s 
y(P, Q) = c(p, Q> - ~(IIPII + llQl1+ IiPQII -n) 
where c(P, Q) denotes the number of orbits of the group generated by both P 
and Q. The genus is known to be a nonnegative integer. The reader is referred to 
the discussion immediately preceding Theorem 3 for a motivation of this 
definition. *Cat interpretation will also provide the reader with additional 
examples for the defkitions that follow. 
An x-y semipath in (P, Q) is a sequence 
D:x,a P b a P b 19 19 1s 2, 29 2, l l l 9 at, B,, bt, y 
such that for each i = 1,2, . . . ? t 
(i) pi is an orbit of P, and all the Z$ are distinct 
(ii) ai, bi E 4 
(ti) xQEO = aI, biQE’= Qi+l, btQet = y where Ei E {fl} for each i = 
0, 1,2, . . . , t. 
The bits X, bt, and y of this semipath D will be referred to, respectively, as its 
first, penultimate, and Pass bits. The 4 are the ge&a of the semipath D and the 
ordered pairs (x, aI), (bi, ai+l), (bt, y) are its arcs. An zuc (b, a) of D is said to be 
coherent if a = bQ # bQ”; it is said to be retrograde if a = bQ_’ # b&; if 
bQ = b&-l = u, then t’tlis arc is considered to be neutral. We also call (b, a) 
neutral when b = u, irk which case we must clearly have either x = al or y = bt. 
The author has found it very helpful to visualize asemipath as a string of circles 
(see Fig, 1) where each circle represents an orbit 4, and the dire&ed linics 
connecting the circles represent the arcs. Ne ut al r arcs are represented by 
undirected links. Two semipaths are said to intersect when they share a vertex. 
When t = 0, we refer to D as a trivial x-y semipath (then the only condition we 
require is that xQ'= y for some E E (I, -1)). If x and y are deleted from the 
definition of the semipath D above, and condition (iii) is replaced with 
(iii’) biQEi = ai+l, &, E {fl!, (index modulo t); 
we obtain a semicych 01 \r, Lsr. L ‘EB nb AlI the above definitions apply to semicycles and 
their constituent 2&s as ~~4.1~ Thepaths and cycles defined in [S] are semipaths 
and semicycles, respectively, all of whose edges are either coherent or neutral. 
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Fig. 1. P = (1 2 3)(4 5 6)(7 8 9) 
Q = (1 9 8)(2 4 3 5)(6 7) 
C - 1, (1 2 3), 3, 4, (4 5 6), 6, 7, (7 8 9), 8. 
q&al aqa4-a L GULP must be paid to some short semicycles with t s 2. When t = 1 the 
semicycle has the form 
In the special case where a1 = bl (and necessarily alQ = a,), the semicycle is said 
to be degenerate. When t = 2 such a semicycle has the form 
al, P,, h a2,&, b2. 
In the special case where a1 = bl and a2 = b2, the stmicyck : ~#II said to be 
&generate. In addition, if a1 = bp, and a2 = b2, but (bla2) is nst x orbit of Q, the 
semicycle is said to be singular. 
Example 1. Let P = (12 3)(4 5 6)(7 8 9) and Q = (1)(2 3)(5 6 7)(4 8)(9) and set 
Cl: 1, (12 3), 1 
c2: 2, (12 3), 3 
C$ 5, (45 6), 6 
C,,: 4, (45 6), 4, 8, (78 9), 8 
CS: 6, (456), 6, 7, (789), 7 
Ce: 4, (45 6)$ 6, 7, (78 9), 8. 
Then C1, Cd, CS are degenerate semicycles, CS is also singular, ar!d the others are 
not degenerate. 
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We are now ready to extend the notion of the sides of the cycle of [5] to 
semicycles a well. Let Fix(Q) denote all the elements hat are fixed by Q, and let 
C be the semicycle 
C: ~1, Pi, bl, a2, B3, b2, . . o ) a,, pt, brg (1) 
If this semicycle C is not degenerate, define 
((piP”IlSmGk - 1) if ai # bi and k is the smallest 
L(P) = positive integer such that aiPk = bi 
6 - ia,) if ai = bi and (bi- 1, ai) is coherent 
i 
{biPm 1 lGU#&k - 1) if ai # bi and k is the smallest 
R(4) = positive integer such that biPk = ai 
S - tai) if ai = bi and (bi-1, ai) is retrograde 
L(C!=(lJL(~j)“{bi-19 ai 1 (bi,1, aij is retrograde}-Fix(Q) 
R(C) = (CJ R(q)) U {bi-1, ai 1 (bi,1, ai) is coherent}-Fix(Q) i=l 
N(C) = (Lj J’$ fT Fii(Q)) U {bi-1, ai 1 (bi-1, ai) is neutral}. 
i=l 
Since the above semicycle C is assumed to be nondegenerate, then for each i, 
either (bi-1, ai) is not neutral, or ai # bi. For a degenerate s micycle C we set 
L(C) = R(C) = 8 and N(C) = PI or PI U P2, for t = 1 or 2, respectively. It will also 
prove convenient later to make the following definition: 
For any semicycle C, the sets L(C), R(C), and N(C) form a partition of G=i P. 
This is clear if C is degenerate. When C is nondegenerate observe first that L(e) 
and R(e) partition P - {ai, bi}. This is clear if ai # bi. If ai = bi then this follows 
from the fact that (bi,1, ai) is not neutral since C is nondegenerate. Moreover, 
note that if an element of A(C) is incident to two distinct arcs of C, they are both 
coherent or both retrograde. 
Exarmple 2. Let P = (12 3 4)(5 6 7 8)(9 a b c)(d e f g) and Q = (16 f cj(5 2 b g) X 
(3 8 d a)(4 9 e 7). Then c(P, Q) = 1 and PQ = (1 bj(2 8)(3 9)(4 6)(5 f j(7 d) X 
(ag)(ce). So y(P, Q) = 1 - 4(4 + 4 + 8 - 16) = 1. Let C1 be the semicycle 1, 
(12 3 4), 2, b, (9 a b c), c, f, (de f g), g, 5, (5 6 7 8) 6. Then (2, b) and (g, 5) 
are the coherent arcs of C1 whereas (c, f) and (6,P) are its retrograde arcs. 
the sides of Cl we have L(C,)= {c, f, 6,l) and R(C,) = 
b, g,5,3,4,9,a, 8, e, 7,8}. n the other hand if C2 is the semicycle 4, 
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(12 3 4), 2, 5, (5 6 7 8), 7, then (2,s) is a retrograde arc and (7,4) is a coherent 
arc. Here L(C,) = { 1,2,5,6) and R(C2) = {3,4,7,8}. Note that N(C1) = 
N(C*) = 41. 
Ekample3. LetP=(1234)(5678)(Ipabc)(defg)andQ=(ldgcb762)(35)~ 
(8 a)(9 f)(4 e). Here c(P, Q) = 1 and PQ = (1)(2 5)(3 e 9 8)(4 d)(6)(7 a)(b)(c f)(g). 
Hence y(P, Q) = 1 - i(4 + 5 + 9 - 16) = 0. If we take as our semicycle C1: 3, 
(1234), 4, eP (defg), fV 9, (9a b c), a, 8, (5 67 8), 5, then all the four 
arcs are neutral, L( Cl) = 8, R( Cl) = {I, 2,6,7, b, c, d, g j, and N(CJ = 
{3,4,5,8,9, Q, e, f}. If on the other hand C2 is the semicycle: 2, (12 3 4), 1, d, 
(d efg), f, 9, (9 JT b c), b, 7, (5 6 7 8)* 6: then (f, 3) is a neutral arc whereas the 
other three arcs are coherent. Here, L(C2) = (e, a, 8,5,3,4}, R(C2) = 
(1, d, b, 7,6,2. z? c), and N(C,) = (9, f )- 
Example 4. Let P=(1234)(5678)(9abc)(defg) and Q=(12379aceg)x 
(f 4 6)(5)(8 d b). If C is the semicycle 4, (12 3 4), 4,6,’ (5 6 7 8), 8, b, (9 a b c), b, 
d, (def g), f, then L(C) = {I,& 3,7,8, b, d, ej, R(C) = {4,6,9, a, cI g, f}, and 
N(C) = (5). 
If C is the semipath x, al, PI, bl ) a2, Pz9 b2, . . . , a,, Pt, b,, then we define its 
inverse as 
C-l: y, bt, &, a,, b P t-19 t--P, a t-l, l l l , h, 8, aI, x. 
It is clear that C-’ is also a semipath, that it is a semicycle if C is a semicycle, and 
that (C-*)-l = C. The following lemma, whose proof follows immediately from 
the symmetry of the above definitions, will be useful later in reducing the number 
of cases in the proofs of other lemmas. 
Lemnna %. If C is any semicycle of (P, Q) then R(C”) = L(C)> r ,c”) = R(C), 
and N(C”) = N(C). 
The x-y semipath D is said to aicrk the sides of the semicycle C if x E L(C), 
y E R(C), and C and D do not intersect. The semicycle C separutes the underlying 
set S (or, eqzivalently, the pair (P, Q)) ti no semipath links the sides of C. Thus 
C1 of Example 2 separates S, whereas C2 does not, since the semipath 6, f, 
(de f g), d, 8 links both of its sides. Both the semicycles of example 3 separate S. 
The reader is also referred to Examples 9 and 10 of [S]. It is clear from Le~rna 1 
and the reversibility of semipaths that the semicycle C separates the underlying 
set S if and only if its reverse C-’ also separates S. Ii is this separatioT1 that is the 
subject matter of this paper, and the following is its main theorem. 
core Every semrcycle of the pair of permutations 
underlying iet 
( ) separates the 
S if and only if y(P, Q) = 0. 
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This theorem is a significant s rengthening of Theorem 2of [S] which states that 
the vanishing of the genus is sufficient to guarantee. separation by cycles, which 
are a special kind of semicycles. The proof of this theorem constitutes most of the 
subsequent discussion. 
2. Every semicycle of the pair (P, Q) separates the underlying set S if 
-and md’y if every semicycfe of the pair (Q, P) separates S. 
&oof. This follows immediately from the easy fact that I] PQ iI= II&PI1 which 
implies that y(P, Q) = r(Q, P). Cl 
A very useful reduction procedure for the genus parameter will now be briefly 
described. For more details the reader is referred to Section IV of [5] and to-[@ 
‘Let (P, QJ be z given pair of permutations, and let b be an arbitrary element of 
the underlying set S such that bQ # 6. We denote by (P, Q)/b a pair (P, Q) on 
the set S - (B), where & is obtained from Q by suppressing 6, and P is obtained 
by suppressmg b in the product P(& bQ_’ bP) when b, bQ_‘, and bP zme distinct. 
By “suppressing 6” in a certain permutation we mean that the letter 6 is deleted 
from the word that consists of the disjoint cyclic factors decomposition f that 
permutation. Should @) be a singleton orbit of this permutation, the parentheses 
must bc deleted too. Note that (b) is in fact a singleton orbit of P(6 bQ_’ bP). If 
b = liP or bQU1 = bP, thea P is obtained simply by suppressing 6 in P. We refer 
to t&is procedure as the Walkup reduction. 
The reader may hnd the following helpful in visualizing the above reduction. If 
b and bQ_’ are in the same orbit P1 = (b d. . . e bQ”f. . . g) of P, then P is 
obtained by splitting PI into two cycles and suppressing b so as to get 
P$j; = (d . . . e)(bQ-‘f.. e 8); all the other orbits of P are inherited intact by P. 
If b and bQ_” are in distinct orbits PI = (6 d. . . e) and P2 = @Q-If. . . g) of P, 
&en P is obtained by juxtaposing these two cycles and suppressing b so as to get 
the cycle PI,* = (d . . . e bQ” f. . . g); again P inherits all of the other orbits of P 
intact. Thus each orbit of P has one or two clearly defined ancestors in P. 
Because of their relevance tothese investigations, werestate the main points of 
Section IV of [S]. 
2, Let (P, Q) be B pair of permutations on the set S and suppose 
= (P, Q)/b for some b E S such that bQ # b. Then one of the following 
cases hokck 
llpll - 1, jz) = 45 Q), 11~~11 = IIPQll, 
) f 1, 118011 = IlPQliP 
), ll@ll = IIPQII, 
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&foreover, y(P, 0) = Y(P, Q9 in cases 1,2,4 and y@, 0) = y(P, Q) - 1 in 
case 3. 
A Walkup reduction for which case (i) holds is said to be of iype i. &cause of 
the ktst part of the above lemma, a reduction of type 3 is said to be essential, 
whereas the others are called nonessential. 
We now go on to state and prove two lemmas which assert that under certain 
circumstances the Walkup reduction preserves emic~cles and (non)separation. 
These set up the stage for the simple iruluctive proof of Theorem 1. 
Lemma 3. Let C: al, PI, bl, . . . , at, P,, bt (t > 1) be a nonsingt&r semicycle of 
(P, Q) such that b,Q = a2, and let (P, Q) = (P, Q)Ja2 be a Walkup reduction 
which is necessarily of type 1. If PI is the descendent of P, and P2 in (P, Q), and 
4 = pi for i 3 3, define a semicycle C in (P, Q) as 
_. ,.e: 
I 
al, PI, bI, a3, P3, b3, . . . , a,, P;, b, if a2 = b2 (2.19 
aPbaPb 1, 1, 2, 39 3, 3,.--r a,, Pt, bt if a2 Z b2 (2.2). 
Then the semicycle C is nonsingular and it separates (P, Q) if and only if C 
separates (P, Q). 
proof. The degenerate cases need to be treated separately. If L: is degenerate 
(non singular), then t = 2 and so C is degenerate with only one vertex (because 
al= bI and a2 = b2, the Q-orbit (aI a29 yields the orbit (al) of. & and hence 
C = a,, p, al), and so both C and C trivially separate their respective permutation 
pairs. If C is degenerate but C is not, then t = 3 (because for t = 2 C is degenerate 
only when a, = b1 and a2 = b2) and a3 = b3. If a2 # b2 then the degeneracy of C 
would entail a1 = 62 which contradicts the disjointness of PI and P2. Consequently 
a2 = b2 and also cil = bI. Since it is given that bIQ = a2 it follows that (ai a2 a3) is 
an orbit of Q. It is now easy to see that Z?(C) = {a,, u2, a3) sub That a& and 
a,Q-* belong to R(C) for each i. Consequently C separates (P, Q). Since C is 
degenerate it also separates (P, 0). 
Since every singular semicycle is necessarily degenerate with t = 2, it also 
follows from the above analysis that C cannot be singular. We henceforth assume 
that neither C nor C is degenerate. 
To simplify the notation for the subsequent discussion, we denote L(P), L(e), 
L(C) fiA(C), and L(C) nA(C) by Li, Lip LA, and LA, respectively, with similar 
conventions established for the right sides and neutral elements of C and C. 
To prove the general case we first show that the left and right sides of C contain 
the corresponding sides of C. Note that bI, a2 E R(C) U AT(C). Tixe following are 
then easily verified: 
Ll=LlUL2 
&= 
- 1 
RIUR2U{b1} ifa1#b1anda2Zb2 
wJR2 otherwise 
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if (b,, ~2) is a neutral arc of C, 
if (b,, CB*) isa coherent arc of C. .- - - . . . 
We now turn to the consideration f the arcs. Referring to line (2.j) of the 
statement of the lemma as case j, in each case j = 1,2, every UC (&is Ui+l), 
t 3 i 3 4 - j, appears in both C and C. Moreover, the arc (bi, ai+l) has the same 
type in both C and C, unless the Q orbit, say Qi, that contains {bi, ui+l) is a 
triple that also contains a2, in which case (bi, Ui+l) becomes a neutral arc of C. 
The possibility that u2 E {bi, i~r+~l is excluded by the constraint i a 4 - j aad the 
disjointness of the vertices of C. This same disjointness and the fact that 
bIQ = u2, imply that there is only one way that Qi can contain u2: 
i=t, ul=bl, and Qi = Q, = (~2 br Ul). (2) 
As for the as yet unconsidered arc (b,, u3) of C in the case j = 1, it can only be 
neutral if (ls2 u3 5,) is an orbit of Q. This neutrality entails: 
a2 =b2 and Q2 = (a2 ~3 0 
CkEXXpnt!jr, if X is defmed by 
I 
(~2, Qt, a,} if (2) holds 
X= (a2, ~3, b,) if (3) holds 
1 1 Q2 otherwise, 
then, 
EA=L, 
&=R,-X 
N:,=N,ux-(u,}. 
(3) 
NOW, since bl$ u=l Ei we have 
= [Q Li 0 Fix(Q)] U L,+ = L(C)* 
As for the right sides, note that RI - 
unequal if bl E & - 
Fix(Q) and (RI U R2) - Fix(Q) can only be 
Fix(&). The latter implies that al b: br, u2 # b2, and that 
(bl, u2) is a coherent arc of C, and consequently X = (a,) and bl E RA - X. Thus, 
1 
L 
.‘Z U 
i=l 
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Since X is disjoint from ’ Jizl Ri, 
R(c) = [ ( tQ Ri - Fix(Q)) u RA] -iX = R(C) - x. 
In summaIy i 
L(C) = L(C) 
R(C) = R(C) -x. 
Suppose now that 4) is an x-y semipath of (P, Q) that links the sides of C. If 
ycfxthen D 1 a so constitutes a semipath of (p, (2) that links the sides of c. If 
y E X # {az}, then since X is a complete orbit of Q, the penultimate bit, say t, of 
D also belongs to X. However, it so happens that X s&1 -pi and so the 
disjointness of C and D implies that z = x and D is the trivial z-y sezipath. But 
then x = z E X c_ R(C) which contradicts the fact that x E L(C). Simihr reasoning 
implies that, if y E X = {a& then the penultimate bit must be azQ # b1 and so if 
y =a2 is replaced in D by b1 =a2Q-’ (which belongs to R(c) = R(C) -X = 
R(C) - {a,} because in this case (b,, a2) is a coherent arc of C), we obtain a 
semipath in (p, Q) that links the sides of c. 
Conversely, suppose b is an x-y semipath that links the sides of c. If 
(a2Q-l, ip2Q) and (~~(2, azQ-‘) are not arcs of D, then b also constitutes a 
semipath that links the sides of C. On the other hand, if either (a2QBi, a2Q) or 
(a2Q, a2Q-‘) is an arc of 6, then, because of the disjointness of D and c and 
since a2QB1 = a?, does not belong to L(c), a2Q-’ =y and a2Q is the penultimate 
bit of I). NGW transform b to D by replacing a2Q-’ with a2. Since y = bl= 
a2Q-’ E R(c) G R(C), (ha2) must be a coherent arc of C and so a2 E R(C). 
Thus again the semipath D links the sides of C. c3 
kwa 4. Suppose (p, e) = (Is. Q)/b is a nonessential Walkup -d34&on. Then 
evev nonseparating semicycle of e of (p, 0) determines a nollsepwhag semicycle 
C of U’, Q>- 
zproof, Eet e: aI, PI, bI, a2, P2, b2, . . . , a,, Pi,, bt be a semicycle 
D an x-y semipath linking the sides of c. If bQM1 is not in one of the vertices of 
c or D then these two pull back intact to (P, Q) (tixcept that for a type 2 
reduction it is necessary to augment a vertex of c or a in the case where it 
contains bP), with D still linking the sides of c= If bQml is in some vertex, say 
Pa, of b, then because of the disjointness of P) and c, the latter pulls back intact 
with its sides to (P# Q) (with the same qualification for a type 2 reduction as 
above). The replacement of P* with its ancestor(s) in P converts b to an x-y 
semipath D of (P, Q) that is still disjoint from c and so links its sides. This is 
clear in the reductions of types 1 and 4. In the case of a type 2 reduction, where 
the ancestor of r”* has yet another descendent, the validity of this statement 
follows from the fact that these two descendents belong to di rent orbits of t 
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group generated by P and &. Thus, we may assume without loss of generality 
that bQ” E PI. Moreover, replacing C by C -l, if necessa<yi, we may assume that 
(i) if be-‘, al, bl are all distinct, hen PI = (be-‘. . . a1 . . . bl _ . .); 
(ii) if bQ-’ E {al, b,} then bQ-’ =al; 
(iii) if al = bl then br = alo. 
Type 1 reductions: Here there exist distinct orbits P_* and Pb of P such that 
be-’ E P& b E Pb, and PI = (P_l U Pb) - {b}. The proof now reduces to the 
consideration f several cases. Case 1 deals with the possibility that be-l, ali b? 
are all distinct. 
Case la. bQ_‘, aI, bl, are all distinct, al, bl E P_1. Set C: al, P+ bl, a2, P2, 
b 2,. . . , a,, Pt, bt. Here L(C) = L(C) and R(C) = (R(c) - Pb) U {be-l}. (Note 
that bQ-’ is not in R(c) - Pb if and only if be-’ E N(c), i.e. when (bQ-‘) is a 
singteton orbit of Q). The semipath D, augmented on its right end by Pb, b, 
be” if y E !$. becomes the required semipath D in (P, Qj. This remark will be 
taken into account several times in the arguments hat follow. 
C&re lb. be-l, al, bl are all distinct, al, bl E Pb. Set C: al, Pb, bl, a2, P2, 
b 2, . . . , a,, Pt, bt. Here Pb = (b . . . tzl . . . bl . . . ) because of (i) above. Hence 
L(C) = L(c) and R(C) = (R(c) - P-J U {b}. The semipath D, augmented, if 
y E P&, on its right end by P+ be-l, b becomes the required D in (P, Q). 
Case lc. be”, al, bl are distinct, al E P& and bl E Pb. Set C: tzl, P-1, bQ”, b, 
Pbr h, a2, p2, b2, . . . , a,, PI, br. Here L(C) = L(c). On the other hand, 
R(C)= R(e) if SQ-’ E N(c) (i.e. if bQ2= b), and R(Cj = R(c) U {b) 
otherwise. III either case B pulls back intact o D ia (P, Q), except that if the last 
two bits of D are bQ, be-‘, so that b&l’ E R(c) and so b E R(C), &en the bst 
bit must be replaced by b. 
Since the possibility that bl E P-1 and al E Pb is excluded by assumption (i), we 
may now go on to consider the cases where the bits be-‘, al, bl are not all 
distinct. In case 2 we assume up # bl and bQ-’ E {a,, b,]. As noted in (ii) above, 
we may also assume that bQ-’ = al. 
Case 2a. bQ-’ =alfbl, b,EP_l, and bt= (bQ”)o = bQ. Set C: b, Pb, b, 
be-‘, P-I, h, a29 P b 2, 2, . . . , a,, a,, b,. Here L(C) = L(c) U {b, bt, b&-l} and 
R(C) = R(c). (Note that if (b,, be-l) is a neutral arc of C then bt, bQ-’ $ 
R(c)). The semipath B, is also the required D in (P, a>. 
bl E Pb, and br = 5Q. Set C: b, Pb9 bl, azp P2, _ 
b2, . . . , a,, P#, b,. 
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Here L(C) = (L(c) U {b, b,}) -El, R(C) =R(c). The semipath D, augmented 
on its left by b, be-‘, P& if x E PSI, becomes the required D in (I”, Q). 
Case 2~. bQ” =a1 #bl, bl E P-1, bt = (bQ-')&'= bQw2. Set C: al, P_1, bl, 
a2, 4, b . . . 9 at, pt, b,. Here L(C) = L(c) and R(C)= (R(c) - Pb)u 
{bQ-‘, bi}. The semipath I), augmented on its right by Pb, b, bQ-’ if y E Pb 
becomes the required D in (P, Q). 
Ciase 26. bQ-’ = a1 # bl, hl E fbr b, = bQB2. Szt C: b&-l, P&, bQ-‘, b, 
a2r Pz, b 2, l g g , at, Pt, bt. Here L(C) = L(c) and R(C) = R(c) U {b, bt, be-l}. 
The semipath D, with bQ_’ replaced by b if y = be-‘, becomes the required D 
in (P, Q,. 
Finally, we assume that al = bl and so, by (iii), b, = alo. 
Case 3a. be” #al = bl E PB1 and bt =a&. Set C: al, P-1, bl, a2, P2, 
b 21 l l . , a,, Pt, btg Here L(C) = L(c) and R(C) = R(e) - Pb. The semipath D, 
augmented on its right by Pb, b, bQ-’ if y E Pb becomes the required D in (P, Q). 
Case 3b. bQ-’ #al = bl E Pb and bt = a&. Set C: al, Pb, bl, a_, P22 b2, . . . , a,, 
& bt. Here L(C)= L(e) and R(C) = (R(c) - P+)U {b}. The semipath D, 
augmented on its right by P+ be-*, b, if y E Pm1 F becomes the required D in 
(P, Q>= 
Case 3e. bQ-’ = al = bl and bt = a&. Set C: b, Pb, b, b&-l, P-*, b&-l, a2, P2, 
b 2, l l l 9 a,, Pt, b,. Here L(C) = L(c) U {b, 69-l) and R(C) = R(c). The semi- 
path fi pulls back unchanged to D in (P! Q). 
Type 2 reductions. The nature of this reduction is such that there is an orbit P6 of 
P with b, be” E Pb. This orbit Pb splits into two orbits PI and Pi in the reduction 
process. Sin ce c(p, Q) 3 c(P), Q) it follows that Pl and Pi belong to different 
(p, Q) orbits. In particular, Pi is not a vertex of either the given semicycle c or 
of the semipath D. In all the cases below I) either pulls back unchanged to D in 
(P, Q), or else bQ_’ may need to be repiaced in D by b to produce D (when SQ, 
b&-l are the last bits of P)). 
Ciue 1. be-‘, al, bl are distinct. Set C: al, Pb, bl, a2, P2, b2, . . . , a,, 
Here L(C) = L(c) and R(C) = R(c) U Pi U {b, be-l}. 
Case Z!!!. bQ-’ = aI # bl, b, = (bQ-‘)e =bQ. Set C: b, 
629 l l l , a,, &, 5,. Here L(C) = L(c) U Pi U {b, bt, 6Q-l) and 
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Case 2b. bQ_’ = a1 # bl, b? = (bQvl)&’ = bQm2. Set C: be-‘, Pb, bl, a2, P2# 
b 2, l l l 9 a,, P,, br. Here L(C) = L(c) and R(C) = R(c) U Pi U {b, b,, be-l}. 
Case 3a. bQ_’ =a1 = bl (bt = a& = be). Set C: b, Pb, bQ-ls a2, P2, 
b 2,. . . , a,, P,, br. Here L(C) = L(c) U Pi U {b, bt, be-‘} and R(C) = R(c). 
Case 3b. bQ-’ #al = b1 (bt = ad). Set C: al, Pb, bl, a2, P2, b2> . . . , a,, pt, bt. 
Here L(C) = L(c) arrd R(C) = R(c) U Pi U {b, bQ_l}. 
Type 4 reductions, Here there exists a single ancestor Pb = PI U {b} of PI. The 
analysis of the type 2 reductions applies in this case verbatim with the stipulation 
that Pi = 8. It will therefore not be repeated. 0 
4. The theorems 
Fmof of i L-am 1. We prove that there is no minimal counterexample. If
IZ = IS1 = 1, then the theorem is trivially true since y(P, Q) = 0 and (P, Q) has 
only one semicycle which is trivially separating. So let n > 1 be the smallest 
positive integer for which there is a pair (P, Q) contradicting the statement of the 
theorem. 
Assume first that y(P, Q) = 0 but that (P, Q) does possess a non-separating 
semicycle C. If C had more than one vertex Lemma 3 would be applicable, 
leading to a smaller counterexample. Hence, we may assume that C is the 
semicycle a, PI, b with bQ” = a #b, and that there is an x-y semipath D 
disjoint from C with x E L(C) and y E R(C). In other words, PI = 
( 
m . . . b . . . y . . .) where possibly x = a or x = b. But then the reduction 
;; a;= (P, Q)Jb l IS of type 3. To see this observe first that y E R(C) implies 
bQB1 # bP, and that llPll= lIPI + 1. Moreover, when b fx the semipath D of 
(P, Q) has one of its initial and terminal bits in each of the descendents of PI- 
When b =x the Same holds for the semipath a obtained from D by replacing x 
with a. Thus in either case c(& Q) = c(P, Q) and so the reduction has type 3 and 
is essential. Since essential reductions reduce the genus and y(P, Q) = 0 wc have 
arrived at a contradktion. 
Conversely, assume that every semicycle of (P, Q) separates S, but 7(-P, Q) f 
0. Since the genus is additive over the orbits of the group generated by both P 
and Q, the minimality of (P, Q) allows us to conclude that the pair is transitive, 
i.e. e(P, Q) = 1. If (P, Q) = (P, Q)ib is any nonessential reduction, then by 
Lemma 4 every cycle of (p, Q) aiso separates S. Since y(p, Q) = y(P, Q) > 0, we 
may conclude that such reductions are not applicable. Since no type 1 reductions 
are applicable, P consists of a single cyclic permutation of the underlying set 5. If 
11 bits b, then clearly y(P, Q j - G, and so there must exist a bit tb 
Let C be the semicycle be-‘, P, 6. Since C separates, and since 
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(6, be-‘} s L(C) UN(@), it is easy to see that c&‘~ E R(P) for all c E R(P). 
C’..nsequently he reduction (p, 0) = (P, Q)/b is of type 4 or 2 according as to 
X(f) is empty or not. These types, however, were excluded above and so we 
have arrived at a contradiction. Cl 
Let G be an arbitrary connected graph with p vertices and q edges. Convert it 
to a digraph D by replacing each edge of G with a pair of oppositely directed arcs 
of D. Let S be the set of aSJ the arcs of D XK! Eet 9 be the involution that 
associates arcs with their inverses. Suppose now that G is 2-cell embedded on the 
oriented surface Sg (the sphere with g handles). The orientation of Sg defines a 
permutation P on S, each of whose orbits consists of the set of arcs e 
from one vertex, cyclically ordered by this orientation (the reader is referred to 
Figs. 2,3 for some examples). Then lIPI =p, !lQJI = q, and it can be easily 
shown that the orbits of PQ correspond tothe regions of the embeddmg of G on 
Sg. The connectedness of the graph entails c(P, Q) = 1, and the Euler-Poincar6 
formula implies that lIPI - IlQll + IlPQll = 2 - 2g. Consequently, 
IQ’, Q> = 1 - tW’II + IIQII + IIPQII - W 
= 1 - fi(llPII - IIQII + IIPQII + 2 IIQII - 2q) 
=1-4(2-2g+2q-2q)=g. 
This provides the motivation for the definition of y(P, Q). NOW a semicycle C of 
the above pair (P, Q) corresponds to a cycle c of G in the usual graph theoretical 
Fig. 2. Two embeddings of KS. 
(a) On the plane. 
Y = (1 3 5)(c 7 2)(4 8 9)(6 a b) 
Q = (1 2)(3 4)(5 6)(7 8)(9 a)(b c). 
(b) On the torus. 
P = (1 5 3)(c 7 2)(4 9 S)(fX B 6) 
Q = (1 2)(3 4)(5 6)(7 S)(9 a)(b c). 
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Fig. 3. Tko embeddings of the same pseudograph. 
(a) On the plane. 
P = (1 3 5 2)(4 6 8 7) 
Q = (1 2)(3 4)(5 6)(7 8). 
(b) On the torus. 
P=(l 3 5 2)(4 7 6 8) 
Q = (1 2)(3 4)(5 6)(7 8). 
sense. The sides of the semicycle C correspond to the topologicai s des of the 
cycle C in G when the latter is considered as a Jordan Curve. 
Separation and nonseparation by the semicycle C in (P, Q) correspond to the 
analogous topological notions for C in the embedded graph G. Notice that one of 
the sides of the semicycle C is empty if and only if the cycle C bounds aregion of 
the embedding of G on S,. Thus Theorem 1 has the following corollary. 
eoremm 3. If the graph G is 2-cell embedded on the surface S,, then g = 0 if and 
only if every cycle of G either separates the edge set of G or else bounds a region of 
the embedding. 
The origins of the above theorem are obscure and it clearly follows from the 
standard c’lassifkation f the closed orientable surfaces. The purpose of this paper 
has been to provide this fact with both a discrete formulation and proof. 
Theorem 3 brings out the existence of a “shorter” topologkai proof of 
Theorem 1. Using Jacques’ techniques, as explained in [ 1,2,5], a pair of 
permutations can be represented bya map on a compact orientable surface. The 
notion of separation by semicycles i then definable in terms of topological 
separation. Theorem 1becomes a corollary of the well. known fact that the Jordan 
Curve Theorem holds for a compact orientable surface if and only if that surface 
is the Remark sphere. While this theorem is well known, it is deep and its proof 
requires it kge am1’;;L!gt of t~pologkal machinery It is f$r this reason that the 
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author feels that the elementary, though somewhat involved, proofs of Theorems 
d here deserve aplace in the literature. 
In the above described erivation of a pair (.I$ Q) from an embedded graph G, 
the permutation B describes the vertices of G while Q describes the edges of 6. 
The duality described in Theorem 2 interchanges the roles of P and Q. This 
points out the possibiity oF L a graph thtzoretical duality that interchanges ve&e,s 
and edges--a duality that is more akin to that of projective geometry than to I:he 
Poincare duality that is usually associated with embedded graphs. If we think OS” B 
vertex (edge) cycle of an embedded graph as a cyclic sequence ofvertices (edges) 
such that consecutive rtices are adjacent (incident), then Theorem 2 says that 
every vertex cycle of a graph separates the ambient surface if and only if every 
edge cycle does so as well. This, of course, is not dticuit to prove directly. 
Added in proof: The author is indebted to the referee for his car&~! reading of 
the manuscript and for his helpful suggestions. The interesied reader may also 
wish to examine [3,4] for alternate discrete versions of the Jordan Curve 
Theorem. 
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